High Gas Prices Won’t Cure Gridlock

By Charles Komanoff | Jul 3, 2008 | 18

It’s the New Math: a dollar-a-trip rise in the cost of fuel for a car trip to Manhattan is cutting traffic almost as much as Mayor Bloomberg’s eight-dollar toll plan would have done.

Too good to be true, right? But that’s the slant of the front-page headline in today’s Times, "Politics Failed, but Fuel Prices Cut Congestion":

Soaring gas prices and higher tolls seem to be doing for traffic in New York what Mayor R. Bloomberg’s ambitious congestion pricing was supposed to do: reducing the number clogging the city’s streets and pushing more people to use mass transit.

The article reports that traffic on MTA bridges and tunnels within the city and the Port Authority’s Hudson River crossings was down this spring by 4-5 percent compared with the toll increase was of the 6.3 percent drop sought by the mayor’s plan.

Good news, but how much of the decline is due to the price of gas and how much to the increases that took effect around the same time?

I think that so far the tolls have been the bigger factor. Here’s why: a typical round-trip Manhattan CBD uses between 1.3 and 1.4 gallons of gas (based on an average 22.6-mile round-trip distance and a stop-and-start 17 miles per gallon). Nationally, gas cost $3.65 this April-May and $3.05 a year earlier, year-to-year increase of 60 cents a gallon or just 80 cents per trip. The toll increase wa:
deal higher than this, even accounting for trips into town via the free bridges.

Okay, hardly anyone does these calculations before deciding whether or not to drive. A perhaps $4 gas will start to act as a tipping point, making it socially acceptable to drive triggering larger defections from cars than the numbers would predict — particularly in transit-rich environments like the New York region.

Could happen. But I wouldn’t count on it. In recent years, the "elasticity" of gasoline consumption, as indicated by changes in usage relative to changes in pump prices, has fairly constant across a wide range of price fluctuations. (See [spreadsheet](http://usa.streetsblog.org/2008/07/03/high-gas-prices-wont-cure-...).) We’ll know this score in a few months, when usage data corresponding to the $4 price become available.

The Times quotes traffic guru Sam Schwartz:

If we start eclipsing $5 a gallon, which we might over the summer, I think we might get close [to the mayor’s goal].

Gridlock Sam may be right. But what the article doesn’t say is, first, whether that 6.3 percent drop in Manhattan traffic (and 1-2 percent citywide) is so momentous; and, second, which tool for cutting traffic is more desirable: a "market-driven" gasoline price rise that enriches owners of petroleum, or a socially-decided road-pricing policy whose revenues would be available to improve transit.

Relying on punishingly high gas prices to undo a century of motorist-skewed traffic policy like praying for a hailstorm to cure a drought. Congestion pricing, particularly via game-changing programs such as the [Kheel Plan](http://usa.streetsblog.org/2008/07/03/high-gas-prices-wont-cure-...), remains essential for New York.
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This goes to show you that the real energy problem is low prices, not high prices. Had the cost of fossil fuels remained at current levels (in real dollars) through the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, alternative energy and fuel conservation would have been more advanced, and we wouldn’t have locked into such an energy-intensive land use pattern and capital stock.

But the generation in charge couldn’t resist the short-term charms of cheap energy, the easy way. Now we are over a barrel.

If prices stay at this level for the next 30 years, maybe we can get out of it. That’s all public policy has to do.

△
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You talk about the elasticity of demand for gas. I just blogged that $4/gallon gas does seem to have triggered more behavior changes than previous price increases. Hopefully we have found a baseline sweet spot for incenting real behavioral changes.

http://networkmusings.blogs...

Your point about the major difference between high gas prices and congestion pricing is where the new revenue ends up is critical. Transit improvements (and bike and ped improvements) all require money. While they could be many sources for these (i.e. state and federal government)...
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The High Price of Cheap Gas
By Joe Cortright | Nov 19, 2015
At least on the surface, the big declines in gas prices we’ve seen over the past year seem like an unalloyed good. We save money at the pump, and we have more to spend on other things, But the cheap gas has serious hidden costs—more pollution, more energy consumption, more crashes and greater traffic congestion. […]

How Green Is Our Mayor
By Sarah Goodyear | Apr 23, 2007
Bookending his much-vaunted Earth Day speech with congratulatory video clips from California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and British Prime Minister Tony Blair, Mayor Mike Bloomberg called for New Yorkers to take the initiative in the international fight against global warming, positioning himself as a leader on the issue. “Climate change is a national challenge, and meeting […]

Weiner on the Environment: Big Talk, Small Stick
By Glenn McAnanama | Aug 15, 2007
Where’s the beef? Under Rep. Anthony Weiner’s plan, vehicles, like the one above, would not be charged a fee to use New York City’s most heavily congested streets On Monday evening, just hours before the federal government’s announcement that it would give New York City $354.5 million to kick-start Mayor Bloomberg’s congestion pricing plan, Rep. […]

Three Concrete Proposals for New York City Traffic Relief
By Alec | Dec 7, 2006
This Morning’s Forum: Road Pricing Worked in London. Can It Work in New York? Three specific proposals to reduce New York City’s ever-increasing traffic congestion emerged from a highly anticipated Manhattan Institute forum this morning. Or variable prices on cars driving in to central Manhattan, with express toll lanes and high parking fees to keep things […]

What’s the Secret to World-Class Transit Systems? Congestion Pricing
By Noah Kazis | Apr 30, 2012
Top transportation officials from three global cities — London, Singapore and Stockholm — shared their experiences in expanding the use of transit at a panel at the Regional Plan Association’s annual conference last Friday. Eyeing those cities, it is easy for Americans to get jealous. Singapore is double the size of its rail network in the […]

Congestion Pricing: Still Good for Basically Everyone
By Ryan Avent | Oct 13, 2009
Urbanists often find themselves falling into a pattern of thinking that boils down to the dictum that what’s good for drivers must be bad for walkability, and sustainability, and all the things that they prize about well-designed cities. Drivers seem to believe this too, which is interesting because it often isn’t true. What’s good for […]